


Radisson RED – the new lifestyle hotel concept inspired by fashion, music and art –

gives a fresh impetus to the traditional hospitality models. The world’s very first

Radisson RED hotel opened its doors in Brussels on April 18, 2016, and the brand

plans to have 60 hotels operating globally by 2020.

Engineered for tomorrow’s biggest travellers – today.

RED reflects the ageless millennial mindset.



Out of Sync with the speed of social change. We all know that the

big box, small market, full service, high cost, low rate, inefficient,

out of date, wearing thin, dusty brown, old hotel model has had its

day - in every sense of the word.

This is why Radisson RED welcomes the traveller with something

new - a new lifestyle select brand inspired by the ageless

millennial mindset, fashion, music and art.

Radisson RED is bold, personal, fun and different. It is not in our

nature to claim that; we want our guests to experience it. If they

don’t feel it, it does not exist. This is why we invite you to try it!



+   Free fast Wi-Fi

+ Digital wall 

+   BYOD: 55” TV with sound bar and wireless 

streaming technology that enables to connect 

directly your mobile devices to the screen.

The door to all things RED:

- Digital concierge

- Keyless entry

- Self check-in and check-out

- Order from the OUIBar + KTCHN

- City guide

- Guest chat



+   RED super comfy bed

+   55” TV & Sound Bar

+   Picnic Table

+   Multi-functional FF&E

+   Love Yourself Lighting

+   Walk-in shower

+   Feel special amenities

+   Always ART

+   Space to sleep, rest, work, eat… 



+ No physical barriers, no complicated routes.

Guests can easily orient themselves and move

freely between the lobby, restaurant and bar

areas. The tailor-made furniture and design

pieces focus on comfort and multi-functionality.

+ RED fosters a relaxed atmosphere thanks to:

- RED sound playlists curated by DJs

- Freely accessible games such as pool, Ping-

Pong or shuffleboard for instance.

- Regular In-house events (after-works)



+   Paper-less rooms (all info in-App or 

accessible on the Studio’s TV)

+ No waste policy: no breakfast buffet, instead

everything is a-la-carte and you can have

anything to go

+ Radisson RED Brussels is the very first hotel

equipped with a Tesla battery connected to solar

panels located on the property’s roof.

On top, the RED Fitness features eco-friendly gym

equipment



They are big on personality and service and naturally understand what drives travelers with a millennial

mindset. The hotel does not have a front desk. Instead our RED Creatives work to build a more social

atmosphere, greeting guests with tablets and creating the bold and personalized experience that is RED.

The Creatives are truly the “Heart & Soul of the House”, the center of the RED experience and the ones

who nurture the hotel’s unique vibe.



Breakfast

No buffet but a choice between 3 

formulas depending on your appetite. 

You can have a-la-carte breakfast-

brunch-brinner so you never have to 

rush in the morning.

RED’s OUIBar + KTCHN is built around the craft food movement, cocktail and coffee culture. It serves local 

beers, expertly crafted beverages and locally sourced, sustainable cuisine – all at an affordable price. 

Menu

The menu is inspired by street fare, 

done efficiently, simply and well. 

International “classics with a twist” and 

locally-inspired dishes are all available 

a-la-carte.

Drinks

Fresh home-made lemonade and juice 

of the day. A smart selection of wines, 

spirits + our bartender’s funky cocktails.



Work hard. Play harder. Have meetings your way. Drink barista coffee. 

The latest tech on hand, It’s all up to you… 

Meetings and more: invented for WORK. PLAY. DISPLAY.

With FLEXIBILITY the key: From photo studio to board meetings. Serious meetings to games.  

Theatre. Private. Limited spaces. Concrete floors. Write on walls. Magnetic walls. Furniture. 

Customizable lighting, AC, window blinds and set-up. Always Art.



Interior Design by Graven Studio (UK)

Social Spaces designed to “flow”.

Collaboration with local cartoonist 

Wauter Mannaert @RadissonREDBrussels

« We have tried to make RED a more intuitive experience 

for guests and a place that genuinely encourages people to 

occupy all spaces to suit their own personal needs whether 

that be on business or leisure or both. »

« In RED it is key that all hotels are seen to morph with local 

culture and influences. We worked with artists to create a 

series of large scale installations that push art way to the 

fore throughout both public spaces and guest rooms. »

«While many hotels clearly delineate 

between lobby, reception and bar 

spaces, Radisson RED opts for 

seamless, social and multifunctional 

spaces. »



Technology that enhances guests’ stay Providing more than just a place to sleep 

RED recognizes that the modern traveler

wants to be in control of how they interact

with hotels and customize the experience

using their device.

Whenever you’re on a business trip or leisure

getaway, RED’s comfort and warm atmosphere

enable you to make the most of your stay.

A fuzz-free, friendly and inclusive concept.



Human Resources: RED Casting Marketing: Digital & Social first

Job advertisements on Social Media.

New recruitment procedures and methods

based on playful collective workshops.

FOH staff selected for attitude!

RED lives with the spirit of the times. It’s a

digital native brand that engages with its guests

before, during and after their stay and

encourages them to connect with the local vibe

of each location.



Design & Furniture Audio-visual equipment

RED blends dramatic art inspired by pop

culture with clean Scandinavian design. The

standard in-room desk has been replaced in

favour of a picnic table where guests can spread

out to work or eat.

RED hotels have an interactive digital wall in

the lobby. It displays a 24-hour stream of social

media and entertainment content. Guests can

post and interact with the touch screen.



Results overview

Cost control: 

80:20 FOH/BOH ratio (cost savings 25-50%)

Customer loyalty: 

Integrated with Club Carlson loyalty program.

Brand recognition: 

Winner Commerce Design Brussels Awards

High engagement on Social Media

Customer satisfaction:

- Overall guest satisfaction Index: 8.43

- Staff/Service Performance Index: 8.94

- Product Performance Index: 8.29

- Loyalty Performance Index: 8.34

- Overall F&B/Breakfast: 7.82

- High Speed Internet: 9.02

* Medallia SaaS Customer Experience Management Year To 

Date results from mid-April 2016 until mid-September 2016 

(Radisson RED Brussels)



www.radissonred.com

https://www.facebook.com/RadissonRed/

https://twitter.com/RadissonRed

https://www.instagram.com/RadissonRed/

https://uk.pinterest.com/radissonred/

http://www.radissonred.com
https://www.facebook.com/RadissonRed/
https://twitter.com/RadissonRed
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